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Through systematic first-principles calculations, we found extraordinarily high piezoresistance coefficients
in a pristine Si�111� nanowire. This stems from interplay between the presence of two surface states with
different localizations and unusual surface relaxation. Lattice compression along the axis causes switch be-
tween light and heavy surface states and, subsequently, alters the effective masses of carriers. Fascinatingly,
model calculations produced main features of experimental data �R. R. He and P. D. Yang, Nat. Nanotechnol.
1, 42 �2006�� despite much difference in wire sizes and surface conditions.
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One-dimensional nanowires and nanotubes exhibit ex-
traordinary phenomena and possess an ample potential to be
used in innovative nanodevices.1–8 When wires shrink to the
nanometer regime, most atoms are exposed to vacuum and
the quantum confinement effect plays a major role in deter-
mining their physical properties.9–12 Recently, it was found13

that the piezoresistive coefficients of p-doped Si nanowires
can be extremely high, ��=−3550�10−11 Pa−1 �more than a
hundred times higher than the bulk value�, a phenomenon
that may find significant applications in nanomechanics and
nanoelectronics. Unfortunately, it is unclear whether the en-
hancement of �� is intrinsic, caused by size reduction, or is
simply due to oxidation. Theoretical studies using modern
density-functional approaches are challenged to provide mi-
croscopic explanations and predictions for this complex phe-
nomenon. However, to the best of our knowledge, under-
standing of piezoresistance effect hitherto is still at
qualitative level even for bulk materials14 and applicability
of density-functional approaches toward the determination of
�� has not yet been established.

In this Brief Report, we report important results of sys-
tematic density-functional studies of the piezoresistive coef-
ficients of a Si�111� nanowire and the p-type bulk Si. We
attained a good agreement between theory and experiment
for �111

� of the p-type bulk Si, which clearly demonstrates the
applicability of density-functional calculations toward the
determination of piezoresistance effect. Furthermore, we pre-
dicted a giant piezoresistance effect in the pristine Si�111�
nanowire and explained the results in terms of strain-induced
band switch. It is fascinating that our model calculations pro-
duced all the main features of experimental data reported by
He and Yang,13 despite much difference in wire sizes and
surface conditions. These insights are imperative for under-
standing piezoresistive properties of semiconductors and na-
noentities.

We selected a pristine Si�111� nanowire as our model sys-
tem to make extensive density-functional calculations fea-
sible. As shown in Fig. 1�a�, the initial geometry of the nano-
wire was directly taken from the bulk Si, with six equivalent
�110� facets exposed to vacuum. The Vienna ab initio simu-
lation package15 �VASP� was used to solve the density-
functional Kohn-Sham equation at the level of generalized

gradient approximation �with the PW91 functional16�. The
ultrasoft pseudopotential for Si �Ref. 17� implemented in
VASP was used for the description of electron-ion interaction.
We used a three-dimensional supercell which has a period of
either 1 �single cell, with 74 Si atoms� or 2 �double cell, with
148 Si atoms� AABBCC stacks along its axis. In the lateral
plane, we tested both hexagonal and square lattices with a
sufficient size of 28 Å to mimic the single wire environment.
The energy cutoff for the expansion of wave function was
300 eV. Four �two for the double cell� k points were used to
sample the essentially one-dimensional Brillouin zone. Test
calculations with a larger cutoff �320 eV� and more k points
�doubled� confirmed the convergence of results, e.g., to bet-
ter than 10 meV per single cell for total energies.

To ensure the reliability of ground-state atomic structures,
we optimized the length of the unit cell along its axis and
positions of all atoms through the total-energy minimization
procedure without any restriction in symmetry, shape, and
volume. Furthermore, both initial and relaxed wires were
annealed up to 875 K through ab initio molecular-dynamics
simulations for a few thousand steps. The ground-state struc-
ture shown in Fig. 1�b� was obtained through both ap-
proaches. A snapshot of ab initio molecular-dynamics simu-
lations at T=875 K in Fig. 1�c� is not much different from
Fig. 1�b�, except for the ordinary thermal expansion. Clearly,
the ground-state structure displayed in Fig. 1�b� is highly
stable, with which the calculated formation energy for the
pristine Si�111� nanowire is as large as Eb=Etot /N−Eatom
=−5.011 eV/atom. Quantitatively, the length of the unit cell
along the wire axis is reduced to 8.92 Å, a difference of as
much as 5.77% from its bulk value, 9.466 Å. The side view

FIG. 1. �Color online� The cross sections of the Si�111� nano-
wire under conditions �a� initial, �b� relaxed, and �c� at T=875 K
along with �d� the side view of the relaxed wire.
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in Fig. 1�d� indicates that surface Si atoms form buckled
pentagons on each corner between the �110� facets and, fur-
thermore, the pentagons dimerize along the axis.

To elucidate the transport properties, it is instructive to
analyze the band structures in Figs. 2�a�–2�c�. We found
three surface states in the gap and two of them are near the
Fermi level, i.e., the double degenerate localized L state with
a very narrow dispersion �mL=40me� and the extended E
state with a wide dispersion �mE=0.32me�. Their wave-
function features are given in Fig. 2�d�, where it is obvious
that the E state comprises back bonds and is more uniform
along the axis, whereas the L state corresponds to dangling
bonds and is more localized along the axis within the region
of surface pentagons. Particularly, the Fermi level intercepts
with the L state right at the center of the one-dimensional
Brillouin zone for the single cell. As known, this triggers the
Peierls instability, and the period of nanowire should be
doubled to accommodate lattice dimerization along the axis,
as shown in Fig. 1�d�. This additional reconstruction lowers
the total energy by 21 meV per double cell and produces
small gaps at the center of the Brillouin zone for the single
cell. Given the characteristics of the band structure in Fig.
2�a�, thin Si�111� nanowires should be poor conductors.

To explore the piezoresistance effect, we applied uniaxial
strains on the nanowire in a range of ±2.5% and reoptimized
the atomic structure for each strain. Strikingly, as shown in
Fig. 2�b�, the E state switches its position with the L state

around the �̄ point and becomes partially occupied when the
negative strain is applied. This has two dramatic conse-
quences: �1� the dimerization is removed, as manifested by
results of structural relaxation for compressed wires, and �2�
the E state directly contributes to transport. Moreover, the
effective mass of the L state also changes due to the energy
shift against the Fermi level. As a result, the inverse of the
effective mass, m0

* /m* �with m0
* standing for the effective

mass at ambient condition�, surges by a factor of 30–65 un-
der strain �0.1%, as plotted in Fig. 3. If we assume collision
time to be independent of strain, the conductance is propor-
tional to m0

* /m* and hence should also increase by the same

factor. Experimentally, He and Yang found that �� /� is 15
for their thin Si nanowire under a stress of 80 MPa �or
roughly 0.06% of strain�, in line with our theoretical results.
Here, we did not consider possible incommensurate struc-
tural instability and charge-density wave in compressed Si
nanowires. As was extensively discussed in the context for
carbon nanotubes,18 these effects should not affect transport
properties at room temperature.

To understand why the E and L states in Si�111� nanowire
switch their positions in Fig. 2�b� under compression, we
separate the wire into core �from the subsurface layer� and
skin �between the surface and subsurface layers� regions. It is
interesting that the radius �R, defined as the average radial
distance of the outmost Si atoms to the axis� and skin thick-
ness ��R, defined as the difference between the radii of sur-
face and subsurface layers� shown in Fig. 4 respond oppo-
sitely to strains. For example, while R expands under

FIG. 2. �Color online� The calculated band structure of the Si�111� nanowire along the one-dimensional Brillouin zone under the �a�
ambient condition, �b� 2.5% compression, and �c� 2.5% expansion. Panel �d� shows the front view and z distribution of the two surface states
that are responsible for the piezoresistance effect.

FIG. 3. �Color online� The strain-dependent effective masses of
electrons �for Si nanowire� and holes �for the p-type bulk Si�. The
insets give the valence-band structure and energy difference be-
tween light and heavy holes at the center of the Brillouin zone of
the bulk Si.
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compression as expected, �R shrinks due to adjustments in
bond angles. Obviously, the surface layer is more rigid to-
ward deformation. Since the E state is confined in the skin,
the decrease of �R leads to an increase in energy of the E
state and, hence, it transfers some electrons to the L state, as
discussed above.

On the contrary, as shown in Fig. 2�c�, positive strains
barely change the electronic and atomic structures of the
Si�111� nanowire, thus producing negligible alterations in its
conductance. As shown in Fig. 4, tensile strains cause expan-
sion of �R and should thus lower the energy of E state.
However, charge transfer between E and L states is blocked
since the E state is already fully occupied. The Fermi level is
pinned at the L state and its occupation is also fixed for the
sake of charge neutrality. As a result, the conductance of
stretched Si nanowires should not be much different from
that under ambient condition. The strong nonlinearity of
�� /� against positive and negative strains observed from
thin Si nanowires13 is nicely reproduced in Fig. 3. Obviously,
giant piezoresistance effect in Si nanowires is mainly pro-
duced by the coexistence of heavy and light surface states
along with different rigidities in the skin and interior regions.

Finally, we also studied the piezoresistance effect of the
p-type bulk Si for comparison to results of thick nanowires
which follow bulklike behaviors. Although it was recognized
that the splitting between the light hole �LH, mLH=0.138me�
and heavy hole �HH, mHH=0.884me� at the top of valence
band is the chief factor,19–21 piezoresistance of the p-type
bulk Si has never been directly calculated with modern
density-functional approaches. Using a two-channel trans-
port model, the conductivity of the p-type bulk Si can be
obtained as

� =
pLHe2�LH

mLH
+

pHHe2�HH

mHH
�

�ie
2�

m* , �1�

where

1

m* =
1

pLH + pHH
� pLH

mLH
+

pHH

mHH
� . �2�

At the last step in Eq. �1�, we assumed that LH and HH share
the same collision time � and the sum of their densities,
pLH+ pHH, is equal to the concentration of dopants �i. Ac-
cording to the definition, the piezoresistance of the p-type
bulk Si along the �111� axis can be determined using

�111
� =

1

Y111

d�ln�m0
*/m*��

d	111
. �3�

In practical calculations, we applied strains along the �111�
axis �denoted as 	111� with a range of ±1.5% and optimized
lattice size in the perpendicular plane. The calculated Pois-
son’s ratio ��111=0.24� and Young’s modulus �Y111= �1/V�
��d2Etot /d	111

2 �=177 GPa� agree excellently with experi-
mental data for the bulk Si ��111=−0.26, Y111=185 GPa�.22

Significantly, ELH−EHH �the energy difference between the

LH and HH states at the �̄ point� decreases linearly with the
strain, as shown in the insets of Fig. 3. This alters the popu-
lation ratio between LH and HH according to the Boltzmann
distribution, pLH / pHH=A exp��ELH−EHH� /kBT�, and subse-
quently leads to a change of m0

* /m*, as described in Eq. �2�.
From the strain dependence of m0

* /m* presented in Fig. 3 at
room temperature �300 K�, we have �111

� =−52�10−11 to
−61�10−11 Pa−1 for A=1/5 and A=1. These results lie near
the middle of experimental data for the p-type bulk Si,23

−17 to −94�10−11 Pa−1, and also close to results for Si
nanowires with diameters larger than 300 nm.13

In summary, we revealed that the giant piezoresistance
effect is an intrinsic feature of thin Si nanowires and ex-
plained the phenomenon through the first-principles density-
functional calculations. The strain-induced band switch be-
tween two surface states, caused by unusual relaxation
behavior in the surface region, is identified as the key con-
tributor. Since the presence of surface states and quantum
confinement is common in nanoentities, giant piezoresistance
effect might be observed in various nanowires. This is mani-
fested by the fact that most experimental features are repro-
duced in present model calculations despite differences in
wire sizes and surface conditions. Extensive explorations in
this direction are certainly rewarding.
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computers at NERSC. J.X.C. acknowledges support from the
Scientific Research Fund of Hunan Provincial Education De-
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National Science Foundation of China.

FIG. 4. �Color online� The calculated strain dependence of ra-
dius and the thickness of the skin, defined as the difference between
the radii of surface and subsurface atoms. The radius for each layer
is calculated as the average radial distances away from the axis.
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